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Abstract. This paper documents more than a decade of work to produce an automated inventory target-setting process to enable Intel to manage more than $1 billion of ﬁnished-goods
inventory. What began as a manual pilot project in 2005 has grown into an automated inventory
planning process encompassing all forward-staged inventory points in Intel’s global distribution network. Key elements in the change transformation include the automatic removal of
forecast bias and forecasting based on similar past products. Pivotal to the transformation was
ﬁrst piloting the multiechelon inventory optimization (MEIO) within the existing business
process, enabling supply planners to be able to see how MEIO would have been an improvement over their ad hoc approach and tracking the reasons for their system overrides. The
resulting inventory models are run weekly, and over 99.5% of each week’s inventory targets are
accepted automatically by the supply planning community. For the four-year period spanning
2014–2017, Intel’s ﬁnance organization credits the deployment of MEIO with increasing Intel’s
gross proﬁts by over $1.3 billion. As of this writing in 2018, this lights-out process manages
approximately 85% of all ﬁnished-goods inventory. The breadth of the implementation at Intel
is evidence that other companies can implement this process and achieve similar results.

Keywords: industries: high technology and semiconductors • inventory/production: applications • multi-item/echelon/stage • forecasting •
bias removal • change management

automated multiechelon inventory optimization (MEIO)
inventory target-setting system manages over $1 billion
in ﬁnished goods enabling daily replenishment to customers. It took almost a decade of rolling out technical
and organizational solutions for MEIO to go from an
initial pilot to an automatically generated algorithmderived inventory targeting system that planners accept
more than 99.5% of the time.
As a result, Intel has reduced the time required to commit to customer orders from months to one day, customer
satisfaction supply chain scores have reached and sustained all-time highs, and the company has received
numerous customer awards and is perennially in the top
10 of Gartner’s Supply Chain Top 25. Most important
to Intel’s shareholders, the deployment of MEIO at Intel
has been credited by Intel’s ﬁnance organization with
generating over $1.3 billion in increased gross proﬁts
since 2014.
In the next section, A Successful Pilot Project Begins a
10-Year Journey, we describe the ﬁrst pilot project that
began this MEIO journey and the initial technical

Introduction
Intel, which employs more than 100,000 people in over
70 countries and has annual revenues of over $60 billion,
is a world leader in the design and manufacture of
semiconductors and other essential products and technologies that power the cloud and an increasingly smart
and connected world. With over four million square feet
of manufacturing clean-room space, Intel produces over
10 billion transistors every second, thus enabling the
generation of technologies at an enormous scale.
In the mid-2000s, Intel’s inventory management and
customer fulﬁllment processes were far from best-inclass practices. In response to customer concerns and
the reality of needing world-class supply chain capabilities in increasingly global markets, Intel committed
to updating its supply chain management capabilities,
thus kicking off a 10-year journey that has resulted in a
complete process transformation and the automation of
inventory management at Intel. Where rule-of-thumb
heuristics and spreadsheets were formerly the backbone of Intel’s inventory management, today a fully
52
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challenges the team had to overcome. In Achieving Scale
Necessary for VMI Hubs Requires Automation, we describe how Intel migrated from a high-touch process
to a low-touch process to a no-touch process to ensure
that its vendor-managed inventory (VMI) business
adopts the process. The Learnings section documents six
learnings, and Finance-Approved Results: 2014 Through
2017 quantiﬁes this initiative’s contribution to Intel’s
gross proﬁts for the four-year period starting in 2014.

A Successful Pilot Project Begins a
10-Year Journey
Inventory management crosses organizational and
decision-making boundaries. Six constituencies within
Intel exert some control over inventory target setting.
Intel’s Customer Fulﬁllment Planning & Logistics
Group (CPLG) has the most direct responsibility for inventory target setting, with two of its organizations
heavily involved in this inventory work. First, Supply
Chain Design and Analytics (SCDA) is an operations
research team that architects the overall inventory planning system and optimization solution. With input from
the other constituencies, SCDA selects the technology,
develops any missing facets of the solution, and designs
the processes to automate inventory target setting.
Second, supply planners have operational responsibility for inventory management. Supply planners
align ﬁnished-goods supply to customer demand for
a given category of products, communicate shortage
potentials and excess inventory to internal stakeholders,
and manage actual inventory levels against systemgenerated targets. Microprocessor Marketing and
Business Planning is another central organization responsible for demand forecasting. The fourth constituency is the ﬁeld sales team. Intel assigns dedicated ﬁeld
sales teams to manage every aspect of the customer
relationship with Intel’s largest accounts. In the context
of inventory target setting, the ﬁeld sales teams work
with large customers to set customer service–level agreements and receive feedback from their accounts on
Intel’s supply chain performance as part of the annual
customer excellence program survey. The ﬁfth constituency is ﬁnance. Finance employees are separate
from the business or operations units to ensure that
they maintain a neutral perspective. Their responsibility
is to document the costs and beneﬁts associated with any
internal initiative and to associate these costs and beneﬁts with exactly one initiative. This prevents the doublecounting of beneﬁts and the imprecise allocation of costs.
Finally, senior management is the sixth constituency.
Senior management is acutely aware of the relationship
between production capacity, inventory, and customer
service. With feedback from the other constituencies,
senior management determines the strategic direction
for these drivers of corporate performance.
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Gaining Acceptance from the Internal Operations
Research Engineers
Wieland et al. (2012) document how in 2005 SCDA
selected and applied an inventory optimization tool
based on the guaranteed service model of safety stock
optimization (Graves and Willems 2003). Intel’s 2005
pilot reduced total inventory investment for its boxed
CPU channel business line, which sells microprocessors in retail-branded boxes through distributors
and small, local computer manufacturers, by 11%
while raising average service levels, measured as
Type II service, above 90%. The Type II service metric
measures the percentage of total demand satisﬁed on
time. The initial pilot was carried out on approximately 40 stock-keeping units (SKUs).
Given the success of the initial pilot, SCDA set out
to build on the work and establish a process that could
be deployed more broadly across Intel. The project
was referred to internally as multiechelon inventory
optimization (MEIO). The pilot’s postmortem analysis revealed some interesting results. Although the
initial pilot itself was successful at an aggregate level,
many individual products were still held at unnecessarily high inventory levels; in other cases, products
fell short of their service-level targets. Careful examination revealed almost half of the piloted SKUs had
statistically signiﬁcant forecast bias and (or) nonstationary demand variance, creating inconsistencies between biased inputs for demand and the assumptions
underlying the scientiﬁc inventory model that demands
were unbiased. For a few SKUs optimized on a monthly
schedule, SCDA could address these problems in an
ad hoc fashion. That is, similar to any project-based
solution, SCDA could develop manual processes to
address the issues and produce a monthly inventory
report with recommended targets, which the supply planners would evaluate. However, systematic
and automated solutions were required to transition
MEIO from an ofﬂine project run by SCDA to an automated and integrated part of the weekly inventory
planning process owned by the supply planning
community.
Eliminating Bias in the Pilot Enabled Widespread
Adoption of MEIO
Bias and nonstationary errors in the forecasts posed a
major challenge for widespread adoption of MEIO
because bias has the tendency to generate coefﬁcientof-variation (COV) model inputs that are signiﬁcantly
inﬂated. This in turn required the supply planning
community to spend considerable time overriding
the scientiﬁc targets or simply ignoring the targets
and falling back on a simple heuristic for target setting. With almost half of all SKUs from the 2005
pilot facing manual overrides as a result of bias, a
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generalized solution was necessary to move MEIO
forward. Although eliminating bias may seem a
straightforward exercise of simply adjusting the raw
forecast data, thus simultaneously correcting bias
from both the demand mean and variance, such an
approach is not feasible at Intel, because many different
groups use customer forecast data in a myriad of ways.
Changing the original data is not possible because
doing so would entail identifying, or choosing, which
of the individual customer’s forecasts to adjust. That
would necessitate a ﬁeld sales representative explaining
to the customer why Intel is adjusting that customer’s
forecast down. For the ﬁeld sales team, this solution
is a deal breaker. Another option, having the inventory
model change its average demand to remove bias, was
also impossible in practice because supply planners and
senior management would see two different average
values depending on the group that was presenting
to them.
Therefore, the calculated average of the customer
forecasts was left unchanged when populating the
MEIO models. Instead, Intel developed heuristic approaches to adjust the forecast bias directly from the
demand variance estimate. The ﬁrst solution from
Manary and Willems (2008) attempted to decrement
(or increment) the variance parameter by the typical
bias, assuming stationary bias and a predetermined
service level. If, instead, demand variance is not constant across service levels, then, as Manary et al. (2009)
discuss, the error density function for a product at a
given forecast level is approximated by a nonparametric
smoothing technique, permitting a weighted localized error pattern to determine the adjusted demand
variance estimate.
Intel’s pilot program in the boxed CPU business
lasted from 2005 through 2012, with a meaningful
expansion of product coverage beginning in late 2006.

By not including all boxed channel CPU products in
the initial MEIO implementation, a built-in control
group was available during the ﬁrst four years. The
primary metrics of interest during the pilot were days
of inventory (DOI) and volume ﬁll rate (i.e., Type II
service level). DOI at Intel is calculated as the inventory
level divided by the 13-week average forward-looking
weekly forecast. Figure 1 presents the weekly DOI
numbers from workweek 26 in 2007 through workweek 52 in 2009 (2 and 1/2 years), whereas Figure 2
presents the weekly attained Type II services levels
for the same period.
Over the piloted period, products managed through
MEIO methods with the bias correction methods implemented maintained higher Type II service levels
(t = 6.95, p < 0.0001) and lower DOI (t = −3.61, p =
0.0004) than the control group; however, just as important, they avoided the wild ﬂuctuations in inventory that the control group experienced during the
turbulent markets of the Great Recession (F = 1.66,
p = 0.0017), which lasted from approximately December
2007 to June 2009. Non-MEIO SKUs had more inventory but achieved lower service levels, showing that
inventory was too high for some non-MEIO SKUs and
too low for others.
Over the ﬁrst ﬁve years of the pilot phase, the boxed
CPU business saw both inventory levels decrease and
service levels increase, accounting for over $400 million
in return to Intel. Not only did the boxed CPU pilot
of MEIO demonstrate value, but the lessons learned
in handling bias and nonstationarity through automated algorithms eliminated what would otherwise
have been a major roadblock to widespread adoption
later on: signiﬁcant—and necessary—levels of manual inventory target overrides by the supply planning community. The boxed CPU business was the
ideal business unit for SCDA to perfect its inventory

Figure 1. The Piloted SKUs (MEIO) Maintained a Relatively Consistent DOI over the Pilot Period, Whereas the Control Group
(Non-MEIO) Saw Inventory Levels Increase Signiﬁcantly During Times of Market Instability

Note. The DOI axis is blinded to maintain company conﬁdentiality.
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Figure 2. The Dynamic Nature of Customer Demand Is Reﬂected in the Signiﬁcant Variation in Achieved Type II Service
Level for Both the Pilot SKUs and Control Group

Notes. The pilot SKUs (MEIO) outperform the control group (non-MEIO) in this time frame by 10 points of service on average. As in Figure 1,
the service-level axis is blinded to protect company conﬁdentiality.

processes. The boxed CPU business was small enough
that brute-force manual processes were feasible, but the
savings were signiﬁcant enough that senior management was willing to support the work as an ongoing
special project.

Achieving Scale Necessary for VMI Hubs
Requires Automation
Intel distributes a majority of its microprocessor volume through VMI hubs. In contrast to boxed CPU
warehouses, each of which services thousands of customers, each VMI hub is colocated at a major customer
site and services only that customer’s demand at that
factory. Intel retains complete planning and ﬁnancial responsibility for all inventory in the VMI hubs.
Ownership transfers to the customer on the day the
customer pulls the microprocessor from the VMI hub
and uses it in production. VMI hubs provide shorter
lead times to these customers, albeit at a higher operational and inventory cost to Intel.
In 2011, Intel was facing a projected capacity shortfall in its massive semiconductor fabrication network.
This projected shortfall presented a tremendous opportunity for SCDA. All efﬁciency projects that could free
up capacity were now open for consideration, and the
expansion of the MEIO program, which had been
proven in the boxed CPU network, was a natural opportunity. In the short term, adjusting existing inventory targets down would avoid manufacturing in the
current period; in the longer term, improving the process of matching supply with demand would avoid
overproduction. Over half of Intel’s CPU demand
ﬂowed through its VMI hubs. VMI was a single-echelon

supply chain with the same characteristics as the boxed
warehouse-demand stages, albeit at much higher volumes. Supply planners in CPLG were operating the VMI
hubs using rule-of-thumb inventory targets, consistent
with the forward weeks of supply description in Neale
and Willems (2015), replenished via weekly shipments
from the assembly-test factories.
In 2011, SCDA worked with supply planning to
launch the inventory optimization program (IOP) in
VMI. IOP would enable daily replenishment of the
VMI hubs based on the inventory targets provided by
MEIO. Before IOP, hub customers were only allowed
to pull quantities from the VMI hubs equal to or less
than their weekly allocation. Allocation is a process
Intel uses to assign customers a committed amount of
product based on supply availability when Intel has
supply issues, which are often associated with new
process technologies and (or) product ramp-ups, and
customer demand outstrips supply. Prior to the implementation of VMI hubs, allocation was applicable
to all customers and all products. Today, only supplyconstrained parts that cannot be given a guaranteed a oneday service level through the VMI hubs are on allocation.
IOP decoupled supply from allocation, thereby
allowing customers to pull whatever quantity they
wanted, and Intel would guarantee them a Type II
service level in doing so.
Prior to the 2011 capacity shortfall event, excess
inventory was scrutinized on an ad hoc basis, whereas
insufﬁcient inventory (causing a stockout) was detected immediately. The attention resulting from a stockout was signiﬁcant and unwelcome. Furthermore, supply
planners are completely responsible for their inventory
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targets and have broad discretion in determining how
they are set. Adopting the IOP was a signiﬁcant relinquishing of control. The ﬁnal inventory decisions were
still completely at the discretion of the supply planners;
however, they considered the MEIO-generated targets
to be an intrusion into their process. Therefore, adopting
them would require their trust.
Deploying IOP in VMI was a year-long collaboration between SCDA and the VMI supply planners.
The major tasks involved fully automating all steps
required to set inventory targets, educating the supply
planners on the science behind inventory target setting,
and piloting the MEIO and existing inventory targets
side by side for almost a year, while explicitly calling
out the difference in performance between the MEIO
and existing targets.
APTM: Automated Product Transition Mapping
The market demand for microprocessors is dynamic
and challenging to predict. Intel launches new products into the market approximately once per year for
each business segment reported on in Intel’s ﬁnancial ﬁlings. Early in a product’s life cycle, there is insufﬁcient product history to draw from to estimate
that product’s demand variance. Even when sufﬁcient data are available, compressed life cycles (product
life cycles are typically two to three years) can make a
product’s history a poor predictor of future forecast error.
A product transition mapping was established to
associate every current product to the previous products that existed at that site and were most similar
to the product. To ensure a like-product population,
every current product must be matched on seven
dimensions, which Intel has determined can affect
forecast behavior:
• Division code (business unit)
• Vertical segment (desktop, mobile, etc.)
• Market segment (performance, value, etc.)
• Product life cycle stage (new-product introduction,
sustain, end of life, etc.)
• Microprocessor brand (Pentium, Celeron, etc.)
• Package (motherboard socket type)
• Price segment (price tier)
Automated product transition mapping (APTM) is
a process that Intel uses to map each SKU’s estimate
for demand variance to one of three historical data
sets. The thresholds employed by APTM were determined by extensive simulation analysis, where the
performance criteria were the service level achieved
and the inventory cost incurred. If 22 weeks of data
exist for the SKU, it is mapped to self (MTS) and uses
its past data. If insufﬁcient history exists for the SKU,
but it matches previous-generation SKUs (from the
production transition mapping) that have 22 weeks of

data, then it uses their data; this data set is referred to
as APTM. If neither condition holds, the most recent
13 weeks of data from that SKU’s vertical segment are
used. This implies that if the current SKU is a desktop,
APTM would use the data from previous desktops
at the site; this data set is referred to as VERT. For
200 weeks of weekly runs of the APTM, starting in the
seventh week of 2014, Figure 3 shows the number of
SKUs assigned to each data set.
Across the 200 weeks, 19.2% of the SKUs were MTS,
71.7% were APTM, and 9.1% were VERT. Even within
this framework, there are some important details.
A SKU facing constrained availability is referred to as
on allocation because its supply process must be coordinated across sites. Intel’s demand signals from
customers are unconstrained, even in an allocation
environment. Therefore, data from allocation periods
will appear as if demand variability is high with a
strong bias toward overforecasting; in reality, the
eventual purchases from customers may have been
constrained by Intel’s supply, not necessarily by the
customer’s tendency to overforecast. Therefore, observations from products on allocation are not included in the data set for the weeks they are on
allocation. Demand outliers that are not associated
with allocation periods are retained in the data set.
The resulting data run through the bias removal algorithms developed for the boxed CPU business to
determine the appropriate standard deviation of demand for the current SKU.
Classifying and Measuring Inventory Target
Overrides by Cause
Prior to IOP, supply planners speciﬁed their inventory
targets in terms of forward coverage. Most often, the
supply planner would set a SKU’s inventory target at a
predetermined rule-of-thumb level for forward coverage. If this proved insufﬁcient, causing service shortfalls, then the planner would increase the inventory
target by adding another week or two of supply.
To gain the trust and support of the supply planners, SCDA provided them with a baseline education
on the standard categories of inventory. To change
their view of inventory as a monolithic quantity, this
education included explanations of the various reasons for inventory (i.e., transportation times, review
periods, demand variability). To supplement the standard inventory categories, such as cycle stock, pipeline
stock, and safety stock, SCDA created an additional
inventory buffer, which it called pilot hazard avoidance
target (PHAT), as part of the inventory target. PHAT
was simply the difference between the inventory targets under the planner’s previous method and under
the MEIO method. By so doing, each supply planner’s
existing inventory policy could be implemented at
ﬁrst and measured over time.
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Figure 3. The Demand Variance of a SKU Is Estimated from Three Potential Sources of Data with Most SKUs Estimated
from a Similar Previous Product (APTM)

Inventory utilization charts at the SKU level, as
shown in Figure 4, were developed to illustrate the
performance of the supply planner’s rule of thumb
and the MEIO-based safety stock target. For every
period of the pilot phase, IOP recommended, as the
week’s inventory target, the target that the supply
planner would have used in the past; that is, the
automated target was the MEIO-calculated target
plus PHAT. In the inventory utilization chart, PHAT
was placed at the bottom of the utilization chart so
that it was graphically depicted as the inventory of
last resort. If inventory levels did not dip into the
PHAT area of the chart more than the service level
should allow, then the MEIO target was doing its
job, and the PHAT could be removed, thereby validating the new IOP logic. If inventory levels frequently
dipped into the PHAT area, then SCDA could analyze
the data and use the planners’ expertise to determine
why the calculated target was too low and modify the
input accordingly.
During the pilot phase, supply planners managed as
they had prior to the pilot, adjusting the automatically

generated targets (equal to the MEIO target plus PHAT)
up or down as they deemed appropriate. IOP initiated
only one process change, but it was signiﬁcant. Planners
were required to provide a reason code and comments
for every override they made. As the pilot continued
and PHAT was gradually reduced, the reason codes
and comments were entered into the SCDA’s weekly
Pareto analysis, which illustrated the override judgments that were good decisions, compared with situations in which the supply planner should have used
the IOP-recommended target. For the cases in which
the planner was judged to be correct, the automated
target’s logic was updated to reﬂect the planner’s expertise. This is the process used to update the thresholds for APTM (i.e., 22 weeks as the threshold for MTS
and APTM assignments) and identify and include
the seventh dimension of APTM mapping, the life
cycle stage.
Supply planners could choose from among 11 reason codes to override the MEIO target. The three most
common override reasons were (1) a target was over
the maximum DOI the planner wanted to carry (labeled
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Figure 4. Inventory Utilization Charts Displayed MEIO-Derived Inventory, PHAT Judgment, and Inventory Utilization to
Build Credibility in the Automated MEIO Calculations

Note. In this chart, a SKU has experienced over a month of underforecasting; however, PHAT was actually used on only one day.

as “above DOI cap”), (2) the planner felt there were
too few data points to set the appropriate target (labeled as “low sample size”), and (3) there was too
much inventory on hand (labeled as “low SS util”).
The other eight categories were infrequent events; for
example, a product was scheduled to be removed from
the hub, the product had recent stockouts, or the supply
process differed from the prediction.
Figure 5 presents the reasons for all planner overrides for nearly three years. There are two signiﬁcant
reductions in overrides. First, in week 7 of 2014, the
forecast error measurement was improved, as we
mention above in A Successful Pilot Project Begins a
10-Year Journey. Before this improvement, the most
frequent override reasons were “low sample size” and
“above DOI cap”; however, the necessity for these
overrides all but disappeared after the implementation of the improvement, which speciﬁcally addressed
forecast error measurement sample sizes and placed
custom limits on COV at statistically signiﬁcant levels
by volume band. In mid-2015, the product transition
mapping was expanded to the seven dimensions listed
above under APTM: Automated Product Transition
Mapping. Prior to mid-2015, Intel had no criteria for
life cycle data and price segmentation. Employing
the seven dimensions increased the accuracy of the
mapping, thereby reducing the need for manual
overrides.

VMI Results Achieved
IOP-MEIO was initiated on all VMI products by the
end of 2012, and all PHAT was removed by April 2013.
Intel’s total ﬁnished-goods inventory subsequently
decreased by $321 million by the end of 2013 and by
an additional $280 million by the end of 2014, contributing to a 30% ($600 million) reduction in total
ﬁnished-goods inventory for Intel within two years
of implementation. For company conﬁdentiality reasons, we cannot state exactly how much inventory
was reduced from VMI, but we can share publicly
that VMI comprises roughly 50% of total microprocessor demand. Therefore, a signiﬁcant amount of the
inventory reduced in 2013 and 2014 can be attributed
to IOP.
Figure 6 presents more than three years of service
and inventory performance for the VMI hubs. Prior to
launching IOP at the end of 2012, the demand fulﬁllment process was quite different. Customer orders for a week were allocations of product that were
mutually agreed upon by Intel and the customer.
In that week, the customer could consume up to that
amount; not surprisingly, prior to 2013, the service
level attained at the VMI hubs was very high. The
launch of IOP caused a shift in the demand fulﬁllment
process, which Intel’s customers welcomed. Instead
of the weekly allocation process, Intel stocked the VMI
hubs to achieve an agreed-upon Type II service-level
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Figure 5. The Number of Manual Overrides by VMI Supply Planners Decreased Dramatically Twice, Coinciding With
Improvements in Forecast Error Measurement and APT

target. Company conﬁdentiality prevents us from revealing the exact service target level; however, we can
say that Intel achieved it. Similarly, inventory decreased by a signiﬁcant amount while still achieving
this Type II service objective.
In addition to meeting service-level objectives and
lowering inventory levels, IOP transformed a previously manual process into a no-touch process. All
facets of calculating the inventory targets (e.g., processing data inputs, calculating targets, publishing
summary statistics) were automated, freeing planners to handle only the exceptions—the truly problematic SKUs on allocation or newly launched in
uncertain markets.
The result of this process over a series of improvements and behavior modiﬁcations drove the no-touch
target share to over 99.5%, signiﬁcantly better than
the previous average of below 60% (χ2 = 15,873, p <
0.0001). Figure 6 illustrates the reduction in manual
overrides (i.e., touch) over time. Whereas Figure 5
shows the reasons for touch SKUs, Figure 7 shows all
SKUs each workweek and the percentage that were
manually overridden versus simply accepted without
intervention. Many of the remaining manual overrides stem from the planner having a different view of
the inputs of the inventory target calculations. For

example, if a supply planner judges the automatically
determined forecast error as too high (or too low), then
the planner can manually override the forecast error
term but still employ the scientiﬁc inventory calculation with the manually determined error; this case would
count toward the 0.5% of SKUs that require manual
overrides.

Learnings
In 2017, Intel carried approximately $1.7 billion in
ﬁnished-goods inventory to support sales of $60 billion.
In 2016, the lights-out MEIO process developed for the
VMI hubs managed roughly two-thirds of Intel’s
ﬁnished-goods inventory, including the highest-volume
and highest-value CPU SKUs with Intel’s largest customers. In 2017, the program expanded beyond CPUs
to the remainder of Intel’s component business, surpassing 70% of all ﬁnished-goods inventory. As of
this writing in mid-2018, the percentage will reach its
theoretical limit of roughly 85% adoption. The “missing” 15% consists of four categories of inventory that
cannot be managed by this process.
1. To fulﬁll long-term support obligations, Intel
keeps available some end-of-life parts. These parts
have sporadic demand patterns and involve no inventory planning other than a last-time build quantity.
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Figure 6. The Inventory Optimization Program for VMI Began at the End of 2012, Producing Inventory Savings While
Generally Meeting the New Type II Service-Level Target

Note. The vertical axes are blinded for conﬁdentiality.

For example, Intel still holds meaningful inventory
for Woodcrest server chips; the company released these
chips in 2006 but has since ceased their production.
2. Some parts are ﬂagged as constrained in the system. This is frequently associated with cutting-edge
products that are very early in the new-technology
ramp-up. The inventory targets are still generated by
the automated MEIO system; however, a planner will
review the factory availability reports to determine
whether an override somewhere along the supply chain
is necessary. Although the inventory targets are set by
MEIO and may not end up being changed, we do not
count these as no-touch targets because a human
reviewed them.
3. Intel carries inventories of recent acquisitions
that have not been fully integrated into the integrated
planning systems (e.g., Altera, Mobileye) but will
eventually be managed via no-touch MEIO.
4. Intel serves contractual obligated demand employing its foundry operations to carry ﬁnished-goods inventories for make-to-order contracts where MEIO
inventory target setting is unnecessary. Examples include custom chips for large installations with a ﬁxed
volume, such as a supercomputer or hyperscale cloud
data center, where MEIO inventory target setting is
unnecessary.
The breadth and depth of Intel’s MEIO deployment
yields six learnings the team believes are portable to

any company seeking to optimize and automate inventory levels.
Fostering an Environment of Change and an
Opportunity for Operations Research
Since Intel’s founding in 1968, many aspects of its
business have changed dramatically, including its
products, markets, competitors, and manufacturing
processes. A few others have remained; concerns over
inventory is an outstanding example. Since Intel’s
ﬁrst device rolled off the manufacturing line, holding
too much inventory has wasted capacity and holding
too little has risked revenue. Of course, everyone who
has been involved in managing inventory has had
opinions, intuitions, and heuristics they consider relevant to this problem. Over the years, each product
group has initiated more inventory management projects than any of us can remember. None provided
satisfying solutions. Being the N + 1 inventory project
when N is a large number is extremely difﬁcult. The
project team would receive the comments from the
lowest-level inventory planner to the most senior
vice president; examples include “we tried that a few
years ago and it didn’t work,” “our current heuristics
have been developed over time and work just ﬁne,”
and “this area is too important to our bottom line to
be doing blue-sky research.” In addition, inventory
projects have historically been local to one business
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Figure 7. The Team Made Signiﬁcant Progress During the First Two Years of IOP to Migrate the Process to One Requiring

Few Overrides

Notes. In 2013, the supply planners had to manually override nearly 35% of the targets. By 2015, less than 0.5% of targets required a manual
override.

unit or another; that is, one group becomes attached
to its particular ﬂavor of inventory management, which
differs from the solution developed and entrenched in
another organization. One critical break for our team
came when a former factory manager was appointed
vice president of supply chain. True to Intel’s manufacturing culture, he felt there must be a better and
more scientiﬁc way to set inventory targets than just
planner rule-of-thumb estimates applied across all products. This provided the break needed for MEIO’s ﬁrst
pilot opportunity in 2005.
Assembling a Diverse Team
Intel’s initial MEIO team was constructed with the
intent of striking a balance between the statisticians
and modelers and the well-respected and long-serving
planners who deeply understood the inventory planning processes and tools, knew the decision makers
and users, and understood the culture the team was
attempting to change. The diversity in knowledge, skills,

and network enabled this small team (typically three to
four people at any given time) to deliver huge results.
Adjusting Operations Research to the Realities
of Practice
Key inputs to Intel’s optimization models did not
conform to assumptions built into the traditional operations research models, such as forecast bias and
heterogeneous demand error at the individual SKU
level. As with virtually every company, Intel rewards
individuals for setting and hitting lofty goals, and our
customers all assume they will gain market share
against Intel’s other customers. Therefore, systems
of record reﬂect both internal optimism and classic
customer bullwhip effects. Rather than trying to
change the organizational cultures and incentives
to ﬁt classic operations research assumptions, Intel
invested the time and effort to enhance the operations research models to ﬁt the realities of an
imperfect application in the ﬁeld.
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Developing Shovel-Ready Operations Research
In 2011, when Intel’s executive leadership thought a
capacity constraint was imminent, these managers
looked for proven and ready solutions that were
capable of reducing the capacity required. At that
time, the planning group responsible for inventory at
the VMI hubs had already invested several years
developing its own (unproven) spreadsheet solution,
which had stunted that group’s interest in a no-touch
MEIO solution. However, because of a long history
of success with the boxed business and the IT department’s already-completed integration of MEIO
into Intel’s planning systems, executive management
quickly moved to MEIO as the broad solution that
Intel would use moving forward.
Ensuring the Continuity and Longevity of Key
Team Members
Intel’s MEIO team enjoyed abnormally long (by Intel
standards) tenures by key members responsible for
enabling the adoption of MEIO. Employee turnover
and churn at Intel in operational roles such as supply
planners can inhibit the implementation of new efforts because tribal knowledge and cultural dedication
to an effort are regularly disrupted by key advocates
moving on to new roles. As new supply planners were
brought on, the seasoned MEIO team members, who
also had strong backgrounds in Intel’s planning processes and systems, were able to quickly bring people
up to speed and keep MEIO’s momentum going.
Building Trust in Operations Research Modeling:
A Slow and Explicit Approach
The actual implementation of MEIO at Intel is more
like traditional engineering than the application of
academic supply chain theory. In a traditional academic
problem that minimizes cost, a theoretical model is
formulated and its lower bound is established. This
model and resulting lower bound attempt to match
reality as closely as possible; thus, the bound is tight
to what could be achieved in reality. The interesting
academic work focuses on the simpliﬁcations or heuristics necessary to produce an implementable solution

and the resulting optimality gap from the established
lower bound.
Intel’s internal operations research group is solving
a different problem. The existing solution in practice
establishes an upper bound on cost. The question is
then how much the team can feasibly reduce the cost
and still obtain an acceptable result for the business.
The difference between these two approaches is significant. MEIO has tried to distill supply chain theory
into a few principles that supply planners can accept.
That is, the concept that minimizing the standard
deviation of forecast error and coefﬁcient of variation is important—that deviations from target are a
probabilistic event or that safety stock is desired to
accommodate a mistake in inputs, which should be
corrected going forward. The overall goal is to educate supply planners to be accountable for their decisions and to improve their decision making over
time, with the net result being lower inventory levels
for a given service level.

Finance-Approved Results: 2014
Through 2017
As part of the veriﬁcation process for the Edelman
Competition, Intel’s ﬁnance organization was asked
to quantify the beneﬁts associated with the MEIO
initiative. The ﬁnance organization calculates the fouryear gross proﬁt contribution at $1.3 billion across
all SKUs managed by the lights-out process we describe in this paper. Table 1 breaks down the $1.3
billion by business (boxed CPUs and VMI) and contributing factor (increased sales resulting from servicelevel increases or avoided inventory carrying costs
resulting from inventory reduction).
Finance employs a number of models to estimate
increased sales resulting from improved service levels.
The reported score is the median value from these
models. The increased sales revenue is then reduced
by the associated cost of goods sold to produce gross
proﬁt. The gross proﬁt contribution is further increased
by the ﬁrst-year avoidance of inventory carrying charges
because of any decrease in inventory levels associated
with MEIO. That is, the only inventory reduction

Table 1. (Color online) Intel’s Finance Organization Calculates MEIO’s Total Gross Proﬁt

Contribution at $1.3 Billion for the Four-Year Window Beginning in 2014
2014–2017 gross proﬁt contribution (in $ millions) attributed to MEIO’s deployment in boxed and VMI

Increased sales due to MEIO service level increase
COGS associated with increased sales
Increased gross proﬁt from MEIO-SKU sales
Avoided inventory carrying costs of MEIO SKUs
Total MEIO gross proﬁt contribution
Note. COGS, cost of goods sold.

Boxed CPU

VMI

Total

$280.4
($105.5)
$174.9
$23.0
$197.9

$1,792.9
($674.6)
$1,118.3
$67.9
$1,186.2

$2,073.3
($780.0)
$1,293.3
$90.9
$1,384.2
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ﬁnance credits to MEIO is the ﬁrst-year reduction in
inventory carrying cost; no one-time inventory reduction or inventory carrying cost avoidance in future
periods is considered.
Beyond these savings, Intel has signiﬁcantly reduced
the time CPLG resources spent on inventory optimization. In 2017, the SCDA team responsible for designing
MEIO disbanded because the solution was complete.
These resources are now working on problems unrelated to improving MEIO. When inventory planning
was either a manual process or semiautomated process
(assisted by SCDA), supply planners participated in a
weekly two-hour meeting to justify inventory targets
and resolve problems. Because the automated process
requires intervention for less than 0.5% of all SKUs,
that weekly meeting is no longer necessary, thus freeing
up the time of supply planners.
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